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Abstract.     Application of evolutionary search for the decision of a feature selection problem is considered. The 
evolutionary method with feature clustering, raising efficiency of search of the most significant feature combination due 
to use of the aprioristic information of a feature arrangement in the space of copies is offered. Results of feature 
selection for the decision of a problem of model construction of aircraft engines hardening factor are shown. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The maintenance of high reliability of functioning, effective and safety work of complex technical objects causes the 
necessity of the automated systems development for diagnostics and non destroying quality assurance, that demands the 
decision of a problem of the recognizing models construction describing controllable objects or processes. However real 
technical objects, as a rule, are characterized by a plenty of controlled variables, some of which are superfluous and not 
informative, that complicates the process of diagnostic model construction, results in its redundancy and downturn 
interpretability, that further increases time of forecasting or classification on synthesized model [1]. 

Therefore the important stage at the model construction of multivariate objects and processes is a dimension 
reduction of researched feature space and a choice of the most informative feature system [2]. Nowadays various 
methods of feature selection [3] are known. Among them are: feature ranging, exhaustive search, heuristic methods, 
methods of evolutionary search. 

At the solving of forecasting and recognition problems, as a rule, it is necessary to deal with a system of statistically 
dependent features, which significance is not expressed through significance of separate features [4]. Therefore at the 
solving of problems of diagnostics it is necessary to estimate a feature set, instead of each feature separately. Thus, the 
usage of feature ranging by the calculated individual estimation is unacceptable. 

The usage of an exhaustive search related with the necessity of estimation of all possible combinations of the 
features that makes impossible application of such approach at a plenty of features in an initial set as demands huge 
computing expenses [5]. 

Methods of heuristic search [6] are insufficiently effective because of nonoptimality of the greedy strategy that 
consistently adding or excluding one feature therefore the obtained feature set contains the superfluous features 
correlating with other features in a set. Besides that at the feature selection from a set with high dimension, heuristic 
search also demands significant expenses for an estimation of feature sets. 

For a selection of the most informative feature combination in conditions of their interdependence it is represented 
expedient to choose evolutionary search [7–9] as it is more adapted to a finding of new solutions due to association of 
the best decisions obtained on various iterations, has opportunities for an output from local optimum, uses group 
estimations of selfdescriptiveness of a feature set instead of individual. 

Evolutionary search, feature selection, neural network, 
significant feature. 
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However classical methods of evolutionary search at the feature selection do not take into account affinity of an 
arrangement of features in a space of copies therefore the new combinations of features (chromosome) formed by 
application of evolutionary operators of initialization, crossover and mutation, can include features which contain the 
identical information on researched object, process or system. It is obvious, that the feature sets corresponding to such 
chromosomes, are low informative or superfluous. 

The purpose of this work is a creation of an evolutionary method with feature clustering which takes into account an 
arrangement of features in a space of copies at creation of new solutions and allows to allocate a combination of the 
informative features belonging to different factorial groups. 

 

2 Evolutionary method with feature clustering 
 
In the developed method of evolutionary search with feature clustering it is offered to group similar features with the 
help of methods of clustering which allow to share sample into groups of compactly located features in space of copies 
(clusters, factorial groups) and to allocate in every cluster the most typical feature.  

At the creation of new chromosomes using evolutionary operators of initialization, crossover and mutation it is 
offered to calculate the probability of inclusion of a feature into a chromosome, which depends on a feature 
arrangement in a cluster (distances from it to the center of cluster), individual significance of a feature, and also 
individual significance of its cluster center. 

Evolutionary search with feature clustering is offered to be performed as the following sequence of steps. 

Step 1. Group features of initial sample in clusters. 

Step 1.1. For each feature Xi calculate Euclidean distance from it to all other features in sample. Euclidean distance 
dE(Xa; Xb) between features Xa and Xb is calculated using the formula: 
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where хpa and хpb are values of a-th and b-th features of p-th copy of training sample, respectively. 

Step 1.2. Generate groups of the features compactly located in space of copies based on calculated distances 
between copies, using methods of the cluster-analysis [10, 11]. Allocate features being the centers of clusters. 

Step 1.3. For each feature Xi calculate the probability of its inclusion into a chromosome. 

Step 1.3.1. Calculate the value of individual significance Ii feature Xi.  

Step 1.3.2. To define{determine} probability Pi of inclusion of i-th feature into a chromosome: 
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where dE(Xi; Xc, i) is the distance from feature Xi to its center of cluster; dE max, c is the maximal distance in cluster in 
which i-th feature is located; Ic is the significance of a feature being the center of cluster in which feature Xi is located.  

Step 2. Set the counter of iterations: t = 0. 

Step 3. Initialize an initial population from N chromosomes. Thus the chromosome is represented by bit line of size 
L, where L is the quantity of features in an initial set. If the gene of a chromosome accepts value “1” then the feature 
corresponding to it is considered informative and it is taken into account at the estimation of a feature set corresponding 
to a chromosome. Otherwise, when the gene of a chromosome accepts zero value, the feature is considered non 
informative and is not used at the estimation of a combination of features. 

Step 3.1. Set the counter of the generated chromosomes: j = 1.  

Step 3.2. Generate j-th chromosome Hj. 

Step 3.2.1. Set the counter of the certain genes: i = 1. 

Step 3.2.2. Generate a random number: r = rand [0; 1]. 

Step 3.2.3. If Pi > r then for i-th gene of j-th chromosome to set value: hij = 1, otherwise: hij = 0.  

Step 3.2.4. If j-th chromosome is generated completely (i = L) then go to a step 3.3. 
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Step 3.2.5. Set: i = i + 1. 

Step 3.2.6. Go to a step 3.2.2. 

Step 3.3. If all chromosomes are generated (j = N) then go to a step 4. 

Step 3.4. Set: j = j + 1. 

Step 3.5. Go to a step 3.2. 

Step 4. Calculate the value of fitness-function f '(Hj) of chromosomes of the current population using the formula: 
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Step 5. Check the termination criteria. If criteria of the termination are satisfied then go to a step 11. 

Step 6. Increase the counter of iterations: t = t + 1. 

Step 7. Select chromosomes for crossover and mutation. 

Step 8. Execute the operator of uniform crossover. Thus in a crossover mask set individual values for genes to which 
there correspond features with probability of inclusion in a chromosome, is higher than average, to other genes to 
appropriate zero values. 

Step 9. Execute the operator of a point mutation. The probability of mutation PMi of i-th gene in a mutated 
chromosome is offered to calculate using the formula: PMi = α (1 – Pi), where α is the factor determining degree of a 
mutation, α ∈ [0; 1]. 

Step 10. Generate new generation. Go to a step 4. 

Step 11. Stop. 

In the offered method of evolutionary search with feature clustering it is taken into account the affinity of an 
arrangement of features in a space of copies that allows to form new decisions of the features located, as a rule, in 
different groups, increasing probability of search of a combination of the features with maximal significance. 

 

3 Experiments and results 
 

For the research of properties and characteristics of the offered method the problem of feature selection for model 
construction of hardening factor of aircraft engine details was solved. 

As the factors describing the process of diamond hardening of details in [12] it is offered to use 16 features 
determining geometrical, physical and technical characteristics of a processable detail and process of hardening. 

Feature selection was performed based on methods of evolutionary search. Thus the following evolutionary 
operators were applied: the selection operator – roulette selection, the crossover operator – uniform crossover, the mutation 
operator – point mutation. Parameters of search were established by the following: the quantity of individuals in 
population N = 100, the quantity of elite individuals is three, the probability of crossover Pc = 0,8. Termination criteria: 
maximal allowable quantity of iterations T = 100, achievement of comprehensible value of criterion function fa = 0,01. 

At the feature selection as a fitness-function f for estimation of a feature set (chromosome) the expression was used: 
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in which the significance of feature combination Ij is calculated as the sum squared error of the model constructed based 
on selected features. As such model it was used feed forward three-layer neural network which first layer contained six 
neurons, second layer contained three neurons and the third layer contained one neuron, all neurons of the network had 
sigmoid activation function.  
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Results of the experiments are shown in tab. 1, where t is the time spent for evolutionary search of an informative 
feature combination, sec.; kf is the quantity of the calculated values of fitness-function; k is the quantity of the selected 
features. 

Tabl.1. Results of feature selection. 
Criterion 

Method of feature selection 
t kf k f 

Classical evolutionary search 821,72 3155 12 0,0152 

Evolutionary search with кластеризацией features 717,82 2837,9 12 0,0093 

 

Results of experiments have shown, that at the usage of the offered method of evolutionary search with feature 
clustering for selection of an informative combination of features is spent less time and it is required less calculations of 
fitness-function in comparison with classical evolutionary search. Thus the optimum set contains less features and 
allows to synthesize neural network model, providing best accuracy. 

 
4 Conclusions 
 
In this work the actual problem of an informative feature selection is solved based on evolutionary approach. 

Scientific novelty of the is that the new method of evolutionary search with feature clustering in which the affinity 
of an arrangement of features in a space of copies is taken into account is developed. It allows to generate new solutions 
from the features located, as a rule, in different groups, increasing probability of search of a combination of the features 
with the greatest significance. 

Practical value of results of the work is that the problem of feature selection for model synthesis of dependence of 
hardening factor of aircraft engine details is solved. 
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